
Math 631: Problem Set 4

Due Friday October 5 , 2012

1. Morphisms of quasi-projective varieties. Let X ⊂ Pn be a quasiprojective variety, and let
φ : X → Pm be a well-defined map of sets. Prove that the following are equivalent:

a). For each x ∈ X, there is an open subset U of some standard chart Xi (meaning X intersected with
some standard chart of Pn) such φ(U) lies in some standard chart km = Ui ⊂ Pm, and φ restricted
to U is a regular map U → Ui. (Since U will be an open subset of an affine algebraic set, we have a
meaning for “regular map” already on U).

b). For every x ∈ X, if φ(x) lies in the affine chart Ui and t1, . . . , tm denote the coordinate functionals
on Ui, then each tj ◦ φ is regular at x.

c). For each point x in X, there is a neighborhood of x where φ agrees with (the restriction of) a
polynomial mapping Pn 99K Pm given by m+ 1 homogeneous polynomials of the same degree in n+ 1
variables, [x0 : . . . : xn] 7→ [F0(x) : . . . : Fm(x)].

d). The set map φ is continuous in the Zariski topology and for every open set U of Y , and every
regular function f ∈ OY (U), the pullback f ◦ φ is a regular function on φ−1(U).

We can now define a a regular mapping between quasi projective varieties X → Y as any map
satisfying the (equivalent) conditions above and having image contained in Y . Intuitively, a morphism
of quasi-projective varieties is “locally a regular map on affine charts.” Note that Definition a will be
easiest to generalize to the setting of abstract varieties, whereas for many problems, Definition d, which
highly depends on using the fact that we are in projective space turns out to be the easiest to work
with.

2. Compliments of Hypersurfaces are affine. A hypersurface in Pn is a Zariski closed set defined
by a single (homogeneous) polynomial. If H is a hypersurface in Pn, show that Pn − H is affine,
meaning isomorphic as a quasi-projective variety to an affine algebraic set. (Hint: Do the case where
H is hyperplane first, and use the Veronese map to get the general case.)

3. Examples of non-affine varieties.

a) Show that OP2(P2) = k, and use this to prove that P2 is not affine.1

b). Show that the quasi-projective variety A2 − {(0, 0)} is not affine.

4. Projective closure. Show that the homogeneous ideal of the projective closure of an affine algebraic
set V ⊂ An is generated by the homogenizations of all elements f ∈ I(V ).

5. Intersection of curve and a line. Prove that an irreducible hypersurface (or curve) in P2 of
degree d intersects any line in P2 at most d times. How many times do you expect the curve to meet
a “typical” or “generic” line? What is the maximal number of “points at infinity” that can lie on an
algebraic curve of degree d in k2? Can you give an example in which this maximal number is achieved?

1The same argument shows Pn is not affine for n > 0. Ditto for An − {(0, . . . , 0)}.
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6. Hyperplane through general points. Fix any n points in Pn. Prove that there is a hyperplane
containing these n points, and that if the n points are in “general position,” then there is a unique
hyperplane containing them all. Explain the meaning of “general position” in the context of this
problem. For example, when n is two, it is clear that two points determine a line; general position here
means the points are distinct.2

7. Hypersurfaces through points. a). Fix a point P ∈ P(V ) = Pn. Show that the set of
hypersurfaces of degree d in P(V ) passing through P is naturally parametrized by a hyperplane in the
variety P(Symd(V ∗)) parametrizing all degree d hypersurfaces in P(V ).

b). Fix a natural number d. Find q such that following sentence is true: “Through q general points in
the projective plane, there passes a uniquely determined curve (ie, hypersurface in P2) of degree d.”

8. The function field of a quasi-projective variety. Let W be a quasi-projective variety (irre-
ducible). Write W = V ∩ U where V is closed and U is open in Pn. Define the function field of W ,
denoted k(W ), to be the fraction field of k[V ∩ Ui] for any affine chart of Pn which intersects W .

a). Show that this is independent of the choice of chart Ui, and that k(W ) = k(V ) where V is the
closure of W in Pn. Furtheremore, show that k(W ) is naturally isomorphic to the fraction field of any
OW (U), where U is any open affine set of W .

c) Show that k(W ) is also naturally isomorphic to the field consisting of fractions F/G where F,G are
homogeneous of the same degree in k[X0, . . . , Xn]/I(V ), and G 6= 0.

d). Show that k(W ) is also naturally isomorphic to the field of equivalence classes of pairs (U, φ), where
U is open in W and φ ∈ OW (U), modulo the equivalence relation (U, φ) ≡ (U ′, φ′) if and only if φ and
φ′ agree on some non-empty open subset contained in U ∩ U ′.

9. Grassmannians. Fix a vector space V of finite dimension n, over an arbitrary ground field k. Let
Gd(V ) denote the set of all d-dimensional subspaces of V . Thus G1(V ) = P(V ).

a). Explain how the set of linear spaces in P(V ) of dimension d are the points in Gd+1(V ).

b). Fix a basis for V , thereby identifying V with kn. Use this to represent any d-dimensional subspace
W by a d× n matrix of scalars, of full rank d.

c). Prove that two rank d matrices A1 and A2 of size d×n represent the same subspace W if and only if
there exists an element g ∈ GLd(k) such that A1 = gA2. Conclude that the set Gd(V ) can be identified
(as a set) with the the quotient of the set of all full rank d × n matrices by the natural action of GLd

on the left.3

d). Show that Gd(V ) is covered by
(
n
d

)
sets UI , each identified with affine space Ad(n−d) in a natural

way. In the case d = 1, your cover should specialize to the standard affine cover of P(V ).

e). Let U1 and U2 be two of the sets identified in (d), and let Vi be the subset of Ad(n−d) corresponding
to U1 ∩ U2 under the identifications φi : Ui → Ad(n−d). Prove that Vi is open in Ad(n−d), and explicitly
describe the chart change map φ2 ◦ φ−11 : V1 → V2.

f). Explain how Gd(V ) is an abstract variety4 over any field k, a smooth manifold over R, and a complex
manifold over C. What is its dimension?

2Caution: the meaning of the ubiqituous phrase “general position” in algebraic geometry varies depending on the
context, even on this very problem set!

3If the ground field is, say R, this endows Gd(V ) with a natural structure as a topological space, which agrees with the
Hausdorff topology on P(V ) in the case d = 1.

4Even better, on the next problem set, we will see that Gd(V ) has an embedding into projective space which gives it
the structure of a projective variety.
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